
Procedure for Programming Controls: WH12X10575, 
WH12X10561, WH12X10562, & WH12X10563. 

 
When replacing the control, the washer will not function properly until the 
replacement control has been programmed.  
 
Once the control board has been replaced, it may sometimes power up with all of 
the UI LEDs blinking. If this is the case, follow only steps 7-10 below. Otherwise 
follow all of the steps from beginning. 
1. Begin with the washer in idle mode (display blank). 
2. Simultaneously press and hold the Start button (on some models press Start/Pause) 
and rotate the cycle select knob 8 clicks clockwise or counter clockwise to enter Field 
Service Mode. 
3. Upon entering the Service Mode, the control shall be in Test Selection Mode and 
display the test number according to the knob position; the default test number is “00”. 
4. Rotating the knob counter clockwise will decrease the test number in the display. 
Rotating the knob clockwise will increase the test number in the display. 
5. Rotate the knob counter clockwise or clockwise until the display shows “01”. 
6. Once “01” is showing on the seven segment display, press the [Start or 
Start/Pause] button to initiate the “Set Model” test.  The digits on the seven segment 
display will begin blinking. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
7. Simultaneously press and hold both the “Temp” & “Spin” buttons for three seconds 
to prepare the control for selecting the model. 
8. Press the “Soil” button to increase or press the “Temp” button to decrease the 
model ID number selection until correct model ID number is displayed, per the table 
below. 
 

Appliance Model Number  Catalog #  Model ID # 

GTWN7450DWW  WH12X10575  5 

GTWN8150DWS / GTWN8250DWS/GTWN8255DMS  WH12X10561  4 

GHWN8350DWS / GHWN8355DMC  WH12X10561  6 

GTWN8450DWS/GTWN8455DMS  WH12X10562  3 

GTWS8650DWS / GTWS8655DSL  WH12X10563  2 

 

9. Once the model is selected, press and hold [Start or Start/Pause] button for three 
seconds to set the model. The board will then return to an idle state and will exit the 
Service Mode. 
10. The washer is now ready for use. 
Note: If an error is made in selecting the correct model number for the control, repeat 
steps. 
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